WILDLIFE GARDENING AWARDS SCALE OF POINTS

Presentation: 5 points
Achievement: 40 points
Club participation: 15 points
Community Involvement: 30 points
Record or Documentation: 10 points

Bonus Points: 1-10 points for emphasized project qualities, as listed in each award description.

AWARD APPLICATION RULES AND PROCEDURES

● For these awards, there is a three (3) page limit on the application, using only the front of the page.

● A three-page application may have a cover sheet with just the identifying information requested by national on it. If you choose to have a cover sheet with this information on it, DO NOT PUT OTHER APPLICATION DATA OR PHOTOS ON THE COVER SHEET. That would give you a four-page application which is not allowed. Three full pages and a cover sheet are permissible, or three full pages in total, with the application information listed at the top of the first page.

● Your state awards chairman may use the state’s cover page or state’s award application form, if all the information requested on the NGC form is included.

● Binders and vinyl sheet protectors are no longer required or allowed.

● Applications will not be returned; do not send postage.

● Applications may be submitted electronically (single copy) or by hardcopy (include the original and one copy) to the State Awards Chairman and National Chairman where applicable. (Your state and/or region may not permit electronic applications)

● When the same project is eligible for various awards, do not submit an exact duplication of the application. (Please do not submit one application and indicate that it may qualify for more than one award, you must submit a separate application for each award applied for, and must strongly emphasize the aspects of the project that meet the criteria of that particular award)

● Keep a copy of the application for your records.